
UP315DATASHEET

DESCRIPTION

APPLICATIONS

FEATURES

CONCEPTS

The combination of its high efficiency, 
excellent sound quality and a coverage of 
90 ° x 90 °, make it suitable for most direct 
sound applications.
The configuration of one UP315 per side 
(flown at the right height) can be used to 
sound up to 3000 people. While its size 
makes it suitable for small places and very 
easy to transport.

-  Very high efficiency
- Excellent sound quality
- Frequency response up to 21KHz
- 90 ° x 90 ° coverage (constant directivity)
- Ultra compact size
- Low power consumption (480W) 
- Total control of the DSP via WiFi with L-F   
Client
- Auto switch source 110V - 220V

Its high power capacity and wide dispersion 
allow the use of a single cabinet per side for 
medium-sized rooms.
In said configuration, the sound is 
generated by a single component in each 
frequency band. Which completely 
eliminates comb filter cancellations given in 
all arrays, including line array (nodes).
The sound pressure that an UP315 can 
generate is comparable to that of a small 
line array of 6 cabinets. Unlike these, the 
UP315 does not require a waveguide at 
high frequencies. So it lacks resonances 

High efficiency 3 ways active loudspeaker 
for mid-hi frequencies.
It consist of a single 15” speaker, a coaxial 
1.5” high frequency driver, and a constant 
directivity 90° x 90° high frequency horn.
It´s driven by three class D amplifiers, and a 
96 kHz Wi-Fi controlled DSP using L-F 
Client.
The cabinet it´s trapezoidal, build of 15mm 
plywood and covered by a very hard and 
resistent paint treatment.
The frontal grid only covers 25% of the 
surface, ensuring acoustical transparence 
and the absence of added distortions. 
Every Linear-F model it's designed with the 
only goal of achieving the best acoustical 
results.



UP315DATASHEET

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency response 130 Hz - 21 Khz +/- 3 dB 

Components
LF - 1 x 15"
MF & HF - 1 x 1,5"

Power capacity
program

LF - 1500 W 
MF - 400 W 
HF - 160 W 

Sensitivity 1W at 1 m
LF - 102 dB Spl
MF - 114 dB Spl
HF - 118 dB Spl

Maximum continuous SPL
collating compression by temp.

LF - 132 dB Spl
MF - 138 dB Spl
HF - 138 dB Spl

Spl max peak
 

LF - 140 dB Spl
MF - 146 dB Spl
HF - 146 dB Spl

Crossover frequencies
LF - 100Hz to 600Hz
MF - 600Hz to 7000Hz & HF - 7000Hz to 21KHz

Coverage
Constant directivity
Horizontal - 90°                
Vertical - 90°                     

Audio input XLR balanced 3-pin female and male in parallel

Power input 2 PowerCon Input & output 110V/220V autoswitch

Amplification 3 class D amplification channels with 120dB dynamic range

Processing DSP 96kHz/24bit wirelessly controlled via WiFi using L-F Client

Protections

Peak limiters + rms for each way
High and low voltage protection
Overcurrent protection
Short circuit protection
Temperature protection

Power consumption 480 W Rms

Dimensions 403mm width x 650mm height x 329mm depth

Weight 28 Kg

Complement Up182 or 2 x UP18
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      HIGH FREQUENCY POLAR RESPONSE 1/3 OF OCT.

Horizontal and Vertical 2000Hz Horizontal and Vertical 4000Hz

Horizontal and Vertical 8000Hz
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